
 

 

 

 
 

IAAS ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
COUNTER NARRATIVES AND HIDDEN HISTORIES 

 
2021 PROGRAMME 

ZOOM, 8-10 APRIL 2021 
 

 
 
THURSDAY 8th APRIL 
6pm-7:30pm Irish time 
 
OPENING KEYNOTE: 
PROF. AMY M. MOONEY (Columbia College Chicago)  
 
Introduced by Dr JoAnne Mancini 

“Say It with Pictures”: Visualising Black Modern Subjectivities 
 
FRIDAY 9th APRIL 
Time Panel Panel 
9:45-10:00 Welcome and opening remarks: Dr Catherine Gander 
10:00-11:15 Panel A 
11:15-11:30 Break 
11:30-12:45 Panel B1 Panel B2 
12:45-13:45 Lunch break 



 

 

13:45-15:00 Panel C1  Panel C2 
15:00-15:15 Break 
15:15-16:45 Panel D: Special roundtable. 

 #Douglassweek organisers and participants 
16:45-17:30 Break / informal zoom space: BYO Margaritas or other drink of 

choice! 
17:30-18:00 Book prize awards presented by Prof. Peggy O’Brien 
18:00-19:30 KEYNOTE LECTURE: PROF. ALICIA GASPAR DE ALBA 

(UCLA), introduced by Dr Catherine Leen 
The Identity Wheel Keeps on Turning: Deconstructing the 
Chicana/Latina Dyad 

 
SATURDAY 10th APRIL 
Time Panel Panel 
9:00-9:15 Conference opens 
9:15-10:45 Panel E 
10:45-11:00 Break 
11:00-12:15 Panel F1 Panel F2 
12:15-13:15 Lunch break 
13:15-14:30 Panel G: Book prize panel 
14:30-14:45 Break 
14:45-16:00 Panel H1 Panel H2 
16:00-16:10 Break 
16:10-17:00 IAAS AGM 

 
ALL PANELLISTS ARE ASKED TO KEEP THEIR PAPERS TO 

15 MINUTES OR UNDER 
 
Panel A: Trust me, I’m a neo/liberal 
Chair: Sarah McCreedy 
Adam Kelly. Ex(er)cising Trust: Susan Choi and the Crisis of Liberal Meritocracy 
Lola Boorman. Going Postal: Democracy, Social Trust and Contemporary Fictions of the 
Post Office 
Michael Hinds. Cash Struggle: Owning the Man in Black 
 
Panel B1: Inclusive pedagogy and intergenerational teaching as anticolonial practice 
Chair: Catherine Leen 
Eilidh Hall. Negotiating Feminisms: Intergenerational Survival Tactics in Chicanx 
Literature. 
Sandra Collins. Teaching Indigeneity. 
Claire Massey. Precious Knowledge: The Battle for Mexican American Studies in Tucson. 
 
Panel B2: Writing against erasure: Black American literature across the centuries 
Chair: Caroline Schroeter 



 

 

Francesco Bacci. Resistance Solidarity and Social Awareness in Heron Baldwin and 
Whitehead. 
Tim Groenland. Rebellion and Form in John Keene’s Counternarratives and Herman 
Melville’s “Benito Cereno.” 
Kelsie Donnelly. A Work That Weeps: Claudia Rankine’s Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An 
American Lyric. 
 
Panel C1: Body as text 
Chair: Maria Manning 
Marie Gethins. The Tin Woodman, Captain Fyter, and Chopfyt: L. Frank Baum's portrayal 
of body image and prostheses in the wake of World War I. 
Jamie K. Oxendine*. South East Woodland American Indian designs and body decoration.  
Elżbieta Rokosz. “Awaiting the recuperation of visual analogy” - The stories behind Edward 
S. Curtis’ The North American Indian project 
*USA 
 
Panel C2: Civil Rights and the alt right 
Chair: Philip McGowan 
Melissa Baird. Irish America and the Northern Irish Civil Rights Movement 1967-1972 
Christèle Le Bihan-Colleran. The multiculturalist movement: Challenging the mainstream 
historical discourse 
Alon Milwicki.* Phillip E.J. Monson, Kingdom Bible College, and the Evolution of 
Christian Identity Theology. 
*USA 
 
Panel D: Special roundtable. #Douglass week: reflection, resources, and where we go 
from here. 
Panellists will include: the actor and writer Paul Oakley Stovall (recent credits include 
Hamilton), Nettie Washington Douglass (Frederick Douglass’s great-great-granddaughter) 
and her son, Kenneth Morris, the poet Kimberley Reyes, and the organisers of 
#Douglassweek: Caroline Schroeter, Tim Groenland, and Sarah McCreedy.  
 
 
Panel E: Feminist counternarratives 
Chair:  
Milagros López-Peláez Casellas. The Femme Fatale in Louisa Medina Hamblin’s short 
stories. 
Francesca Vavotici. Testimony and Power in Philip Roth’s Portnoy’s Complaint. 
Janice Lynne Deitner. “Dead Shirley”?: Shirley Jackson and (Feminist) Science Fiction 
Keira V. Williams. Steel Magnolias, Neoliberal Belles, and Road-Weary Outlaws:  Southern 
Women On Screen, 1980s-1990s. 
 
Panel F1: Literature across media  
Chair: Tim Groenland 



 

 

Nerys Williams. Listening “in” to Langston Hughes on the BBC’s Third Programme 
Ciarán Leinster. From Screen to Shining Screen: Arthur Miller’s Resurrection Blues in the 
Context of American TV Culture. 
Andrew Clarke. "The Bridge from Shadow into Light": Salvaging the obscure in the work 
of Teju Cole 
 
Panel F2: The writer as social outcast: trauma, memory, and alienation in 20th century 
writing 
Chair: David Conlon 
Joanna Stolarek. Alienation and dislocation versus homeliness and norm in Patricia 
Highsmith’s Strangers on a Train and The Talented Mr Ripley. 
Alan Carmody. A Diction of Addiction: Junk Realism in William Burroughs’s Junky. 
Esin Korkut Savul. Mythologizing and Demystifying as strategies of sublimating “alterity” 
in Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Short Stories in Short Friday and Other Stories. 
 
Panel G: Book prize panel 
Chair: Katherine Fama 
JoAnne Mancini. Art and War in the Pacific World 
Hidetaka Hirota.** Expelling the Poor: Atlantic Seaboard States and the Nineteenth-
Century Origins of American Immigration Policy 
Sari Altschuler.* The Medical Imagination: Literature and Health in the Early United States 
 
*USA 
**Japan 
 
Panel H1: Hidden histories of gender and race 
Chair: Melissa Baird 
Jeffrey Melnick*. Slouching Toward Boston: The Hidden Histories of Segregation in the 
Modern City 
Lisa Crutchfield*. Contradicting the Double Stigma:  Race and Gender on the Colonial 
Georgia Frontier. 
Laura Gillespie. Contraband camps and the development of African American politics 
during the American Civil War. 
*USA 
 
Panel H2: Hidden narratives in modern art and poetry 
Chair: Catherine Gander 
Alia Soliman. Domestic Claustrophobia and Hidden Trauma in Louise Bourgeois’ Art. 
Philip McGowan. What might be hidden in Elizabeth Bishop’s “In the Waiting Room.” 
Christopher Laverty. The California Narrative: Seamus Heaney and American poetry. 
  



 

 

MARGARITA RECEPTION 
 
Some of you may remember that last year, we had arranged for a Margarita reception, 
generously paid for by the Mexican Embassy.  
That plan will have to be put on ice (pun intended), but if you fancy joining your colleagues 
for an informal drink—non-alcoholic or otherwise—we’d love to see you at 16:45 on Friday, 
before the book prize presentation.  
Below please find two recipes: one for a classic Margarita (courtesy of BBC Good food), and 
one for a non-alcoholic alternative (courtesy of Yummly.co.uk).  
Cheers! 
(Please drink responsibly.) 
 
 
Classic Margarita 
 

 
Ingredients 

• ice 
• 50ml tequila reposado 
• 25ml lime juice 
• 20ml triple sec (we used Cointreau) 

For the garnish 
• salt 
• 2 lime wedges 

 
Method 
 
STEP 1 
Sprinkle a few teaspoons of salt over the surface of a small plate or saucer. Rub one wedge of 
lime along the rim of a tumbler and then dip it into the salt so that the entire rim is covered.  
STEP 2 
Fill a cocktail shaker with ice, then add the tequila, lime juice and triple sec. Shake until the 
outside of the shaker feels cold.  



 

 

STEP 3 
Strain the mix into the prepared glass over fresh ice. Serve with a wedge of lime.  
 
Virgin Margarita 

 
 
Ingredients 

• Kosher salt for rimming glass 
• 4 ounces simple syrup 
• 2 ounces lime juice 
• 1 ounce lemon juice 
• 1 ounce orange juice 
• Lime wheels or wedges for garnish 

 
Method 
 
STEP 1 
Pour about 1 teaspoon of kosher salt on a small plate. Moisten rim of glass by rubbing with a 
lime wedge. Dip rim of glass into salt to coat evenly. 
STEP 2 
Pour simple syrup, lime juice, lemon juice and orange juice in a cocktail shaker filled about 
half full with ice. 
STEP 3 
Cover and shake vigorously for about 15 seconds. 
STEP 4 
Pour into rimmed glass. Garnish with lime wheel or wedge. 
 
 
  



 

 

ABSTRACTS 
 
Panel A: Trust me, I’m a neo/liberal 
Ex(er)cising Trust: Susan Choi and the Crisis of Liberal Meritocracy. Adam Kelly 
On 28 December 2019, Barack Obama tweeted a reading list of books that “made the last 
year a little brighter.” This annual tradition, which began in his first term as president, 
embodies the perfect centrist fantasy, with elements both conservative and liberal: a male 
figure of ultimate political authority who is also an enlightened pedagogue; a leading product 
of US meritocracy from a racial minority who is invested in literary culture as well as 
political power. That the great majority of Obama’s chosen titles reflect the shortlists for the 
major US book prizes in any particular year seems only to reiterate the validity of American 
cultural institutions and their principles of evaluation and inclusion, underscoring the value of 
meritocracy as a site of social trust. If we can trust Obama, we can trust these institutions, and 
vice versa. 
On Obama’s 2019 list was Trust Exercise by Susan Choi, the winner of that year’s National 
Book Award for fiction. There is a certain irony in this choice, since Trust Exercise offers a 
critical account of precisely the forces that frame the authority of a figure like Obama. Choi’s 
novel has been read as a #MeToo metafiction, and it certainly is that: a story of multiple 
young women abused by multiple older men, which might equally be the story of a single 
woman fictionalized in multiple ways. But Trust Exercise is also a novel about the liberal 
institutions that enable this abuse of male power, and it tells a story of Choi and Obama’s 
generation’s loss of trust in both adult male authority and liberal meritocracy. 
The self-reflexive intrigue of Trust Exercise is enhanced by the fact that Choi is herself a 
successful product of this liberal milieu, and that (as Mark McGurl among others has shown) 
educational institutions like the elite school at the heart of Trust Exercise underpin the 
production and reception of contemporary artworks like Choi’s own novel. My paper will 
therefore assess the novel as a meditation on literature as a possible site of trust, set against 
the backdrop of the contemporary crisis of trust in liberal meritocracy. 
 
Going Postal: Democracy, Social Trust and Contemporary Fictions of the Post Office. 
Lola Boorman  
Amidst a global crisis in politics and public health, the USPS found itself in an unlikely 
position of responsibility for delivering fair democratic process in the 2020 US Presidential 
Election. While the Covid-19 pandemic presented a tangible threat to democratic 
participation across the globe, the postal vote should have been heralded as a reliable 
mechanism to deliver free and fair elections. Instead, Donald Trump launched an attack on 
the USPS in attempt to dismantle public trust in an institution that had been performing this 
service since the American Civil War. 
The post office provides a unique case study of the degradation of social trust in the 
(post)neoliberal era. Beginning with Nixon’s 1970 Postal Reorganization Act the postal 
service was thrown into a crisis of identity, straddling its historic role as a pervasive public 
institution and its new incorporation as private governmental agency. In the digital age this 
crisis of purpose has only intensified, with national postal services in the US, Britain, and 
Europe having to adapt to a fundamentally changed model of global circulation and 



 

 

communication and the hegemony of companies like Amazon, which have not only changed 
the fundamental logic of literary production (McGurl) but the underlying system of 
communication and circulation that national postal services have heretofore represented.   
Examining the postal service, therefore, not only exposes problems of social trust within 
public institutions in recent decades but also allows us to think about the connections between 
fiction and these wider political forces. The mailman is Richard Wright who worked for 
USPS in the 1920s before his first book was published. Taking this meeting of the literary 
and the political, the individual and the institution as my starting point this paper will explore 
what the postal service can tell us about contemporary fiction in the US and Britain and 
questions of trust. Descending from the paranoid legacy of Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of 
Lot 49 (1965) and Charles Bukowski’s Post Office (1970) to Colson Whitehead’s meditation 
on the end of the postal service in John Henry Days (2001) to Ali Smith’s postal frustration 
in her post-Brexit novel, Autumn (2016), this paper seeks to question how the post office 
helps contemporary authors make sense of our changing political scene and offers a literary 
model for difficult questions of national citizenship, social trust, and global communication. 
 
Cash Struggle: Owning the Man in Black. Michael Hinds. 
Reflecting on fieldwork that I have recently performed in the world of Johnny Cash fandom 
(the results of which will be published by University of Iowa Press in June 2020 in Johnny 
Cash International: How the World Loves the Man in Black, co-authored by Jonathan 
Silverman), I want to explore how the obsession with Cash’s “authenticity” has found a direct 
reflection in 21st century politics, with claims on his legacy being ventured across the 
political spectrum, by apparently irreconcilable groups. The most egregious example of this 
was with the riots in Charlottesville in the summer of 2017, when a neo-nazi was seen on 
television news wearing a Cash t-shirt, prompting the singer’s family to make a public 
announcement on Facebook disassociating their father with hate politics. The question 
remains of whether or not you can control such fandom, and whether you should want to. A 
man puts a Johnny Cash t-shirt on to “explain” the situation in Gaza in his webinar, and the 
gesture feels absurd, but so does a Youtube video of a Canadian serenading camel herders in 
Egypt with “I Walk the Line”. Cash is more of a political agent now than ever before, and 
increasingly hard to predict; his lines are going haywire. 

Panel B1: Inclusive pedagogy and intergenerational teaching as anticolonial practice 

Negotiating Feminisms: Intergenerational Survival Tactics in Chicanx Literature. 
Eilidh Hall. 

La gente Chicana tiene tres madres. Guadalupe, the virgin mother who has 
not abandoned us, la Chingada (Malinche), the raped mother whom we have 
abandoned, and La Llorona, the mother who seeks her lost children. All three 
are mediators. 1 

                                                
1 Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (San Francisco, CA: Aunt Lute Books, 2007), 52. 



 

 

 

For this year’s IAAS conference I will present work from my new book, Negotiating 
Feminisms: Sandra Cisneros and Ana Castillo’s Intergenerational Women (Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2021). I will discuss the ways that women characters mediate feminisms in the 
family in Chicana literature. In their writings, Sandra Cisneros and Ana Castillo explore the 
complex negotiations taking place within the Mexican American family and the various 
strategies employed by women to reveal the nuances of the Chicana experience. Reading 
through the framework of mediation, this paper exposes the complex strategies women adopt 
as grandmothers, mothers, and daughters in the Mexican American family. It connects 
mediation with a larger framework of negotiation that I explore in my book, speaking to the 
multiple meanings of the terms ‘negotiation’ and ‘mediation’ including communication, 
compromise, and the “action of crossing or getting over, round or through some obstacle by 
skilful manoeuvring; manipulation.”2 In the case of the Chicana, these obstacles are multiple 
as they face oppression not only from the patriarchal set up of the traditional family, but also 
from the realities of living in a racist, sexist, and classist society. I understand mediation to be 
a feminist praxis that Chicanas apply in order to assert their place in the family. This paper 
examines the ways in which Cisneros and Castillo characterise the grandmothers, mothers, 
and daughters who negotiate in order to get over, round, and through the obstacles of living in 
a racist, sexist, and classist society. 

Teaching Indigeneity. Sandra Collins. 
This paper critically reflects on how indigenous literatures, cultures and issues are taught at 
third level institutions. Unlike the Americas, Australia or New Zealand where the presence of 
indigenous voices has forced disciplinary changes in the academy, indigenous studies in the 
UK and Ireland are still taught within anthropology or modern language departments, or 
under the problematic blanket term of postcolonial literatures. How do educators help 
students overcome the threshold concept of indigeneity when a “fossilized” image of native 
people is perpetuated through the educational system? How can researchers and educators 
keep up with this rapidly changing area, when the university is viewed with suspicion by so 
many indigenous people across the globe? The prospect of reading “across” indigenous art is 
considered (trans-indigeneity) as well as the decolonizing methodologies of Linda Tuhiwai 
Te Rina Smith. An anti-colonial project must begin in the classroom if indigenous writings 
and pedagogies are to be given a place in the academy. Such a project is transformative and 
irreversible. 
 
Precious Knowledge: The Battle for Mexican American Studies in Tucson. Claire 
Massey. 
My focus will be on the radical pedagogical potential of a K-12 Mexican American Studies 
[MAS] program in Tucson. MAS was implemented in the late 1980s to address Chicanx and 
Latinx vulnerability through the implementation of a culturally relevant program of study. 
This took the form of CCI [Critically Compassionate Intellectualism Model of 

                                                
2 Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. "negotiation," http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/125879. 



 

 

Transformative Education], also known as, “The Pedagogy of Barriorganic Intellectualism”. 
Developed by MAS director Augustin Romero and colleague Julio Cammarota, the 
program’s Freirean pedagogy and Indigenous epistemological framework draws from the 
scholarly potential of students’ sociocultural environments, wherein the seeking of 
pedagogical justice takes the form of disavowing hegemonic Western systems of knowledge. 
Despite the program’s success in drastically improving educational outcomes it was 
dismantled in 2012 by Arizona’s Tea-Party legislature. Five years later, a federal court ruled 
that said dismantling was unconstitutional and motivated by racial animus. As of 2019, the 
local school district has no plans to reinstate the program. 
In the face of historical and contemporary poverty, misrepresentation, and alienation, I will 
interrogate how the pedagogy of MAS provides tools to decolonize those marked "illegal" by 
anti-immigration narratives and the dehumanization of border security directives. Moreover, I 
will seek to show how MAS program’s framework of critical intervention provides students 
and community with mirrors of humanity and sociocultural resistance, tools to survive what 
Gloria Anzaldúa terms the "herida abierta [open wound]" of the US/Mexico borderlands. 
  
Panel B2: Writing against erasure: Black American literature across the centuries 
 
Resistance Solidarity and Social Awareness in Heron Baldwin and Whitehead. 
Francesco Bacci. 
(Content warning: N-word) 
This proposal wants to analyse how in two novels The Nigger Factory (1972) and The Nickel 
Boys (2019), and in the non-fiction book The Fire Next Time (1963), stories of resistance 
emerge as a consequence of critical historical periods, and also as an attempt at creating a 
document of solidarity. The Nigger Factory is the tale of a group of students in an HBCU 
struggling with a system that still privileges whites. In a crucial period of time for the Civil 
Rights Movement, Gil Scott Heron writes about students’ support, cohesion, and social 
awareness. With The Fire, Next Time, Baldwin explores the consequences of white 
supremacy and, moreover, how African Americans still manage to bond and live in Harlem’s 
society of the time. Baldwin emphasizes the importance of love as liberation and 
emancipation for the silenced group he belongs to. 
Published in 2019, Whitehead’s The Nickel Boys is the story of Elwood who is attending a 
local black college and is sent to The Nickel Academy, a segregated juvenile reform school. 
In a racist and sadistic environment, the protagonist learns the importance of solidarity and 
discovers the horrors of the American society of the 1960s. 
All in all, this analysis wants to compare and discuss counter narratives of dissent, and also 
create an overview of different, and still comparable, literary and social responses that are 
relevant in the contemporary Post-truth Era. With the support of historical and sociological 
studies, this paper aims to create a common ground between these different fictional 
situations and highlight the recurring themes and tropes in African American stories  that 
connect Black experiences with systemic racism. 
 
Rebellion and Form in John Keene’s Counternarratives and Herman Melville’s “Benito 
Cereno.” Tim Groenland. 



 

 

John Keene’s 2015 Counternarratives, a collection of stories and novellas linked by their 
complex engagement with the history of the Black Atlantic, is (as its title suggests) perhaps 
the most sustained and accomplished fictional counter-narrative project of recent years. Its 
marginalized and hidden histories accumulate into a larger critique of dominant historical 
discourses, while its formal range explores the range of aesthetic possibilities implied in the 
book’s title. 
This paper will explore the collection’s method through a close reading of one of its central 
novellas – “A Letter on the Trials of the Counterreformation in New Lisbon” – alongside 
Herman Melville’s “Benito Cereno,” a work with which it shares several similarities. Both 
novellas depict an authoritative Western protagonist entering an unfamiliar, ostensibly 
controlled space (a Spanish slave ship, a monastery in 17th century Brazil) in order to 
maintain its role within the colonial project. As each story progresses, however, a gothic 
sense of unease accumulates, leading to a violent climax in which the power dynamic 
between slaver and enslaved is rapidly and dramatically reversed. 
While the stories share enough similarities in narrative structure, recurring motifs, and prose 
style to make Melville’s novella a key intertext, Keene’s diverges in important ways that 
indicate the contours of the book’s overall project. “A Letter”’s rebellious antagonist is 
notably queered, associated with supernatural energy, and – unlike “Benito Cereno”’s Babo – 
invested with a voice that is richly and impossibly intertextual. It is this sense of formal 
“impossibility,” I will argue, that structures Keene’s counter-narrative aesthetics. 
 
A Work That Weeps: Claudia Rankine’s Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric. 
Kelsie Donnelly. 
Claudia Rankine’s Don’t Let Me Be Lonely: An American Lyric (2004) combines the lyric, 
the essay, and the visual to create an ethico-politically charged counter-narrative of death, 
grief and loneliness in contemporary America. The scope of the text is broad and covers a 
wide-range of private and public ailments, including the following: terrorist attacks (the 9/11 
attacks and the bombing of the World Trade Centre in 1993); the perils of anti-depressants in 
the pursuit of happiness; the rapacious media-driven assault on selfhood; the disposability of 
life in a capitalist system; the systemic racism that denigrates black life; and the loneliness of 
a life spent on the fringes of society.  For Rankine’s lyric speaker, who is a female poet of 
colour, the possibility of soothing these social pains, if at all, begins with an ethical 
recognition and response to the suffering of others, especially those whose lives the state 
considers to be disposable.  Rankine’s American lyricist is surrounded by bodies that slowly 
wither and waste: from the terminally ill to those who suffer from AIDS, liver failure, and 
depression. This paper will focus specifically, however, on Rankine’s representation of the 
disposability of the black body. Rankine’s American lyric makes specific verbal and visual 
references to victims of police brutality in America during the 1990s, such as Abner Louima 
and Amadou Diallo.  The text is firm in its conviction that state systems of ‘care’ resolutely 
fail to protect or appreciate the intrinsic worth of black Americans, treating them instead as 
expendable bodies to be beaten or obliterated.  In view of this, Rankine’s speaker practices an 
ethics of responsibility that is based on embodied and poetic responses to the pain of those 
who experience life as a form of living death. This paper proposes that Don’t Let Me Be 



 

 

Lonely is, in turn, a work that weeps for disposable lives, reformulating notions of ‘death’ to 
propose more ethically engaged ways of living in an American wasteland. 
 
Panel C1: Body as text 
The Tin Woodman, Captain Fyter, and Chopfyt: L. Frank Baum's portrayal of body 
image and prostheses in the wake of World War I. Marie Gethins.  
L. Frank Baum’s The Tin Woodman of Oz (1918), follows the title character’s quest to find 
and marry his old love. During his journey he encounters a tin soldier with a parallel origin 
story and a flesh man assembled from both of their former limbs. Written as the U.S. entered 
World War I and details of trench warfare horrors reached the homefront, it presents an 
interesting exploration of society’s response to physical disability and prostheses. In 1917, 
the mission of the U.S. Army’s Walter Reed General Hospital, was to provide amputee 
veterans with prostheses that enabled them to pass as ‘able-bodied’. Baum challenges 
contemporary societal views via the tin men’s brandishing their prostheses as superior to 
flesh. 
The Tin Woodman’s discovery and philosophical discussion with his severed flesh head 
raises physical normalcy issues. Can manufactured limbs be beautiful? Do prostheses make a 
person ‘whole’ once again? When the two tin men meet Chopfyt, a man composed of both 
their flesh limbs, the psychological effects of limb loss and the concept of usefulness come to 
the fore. 
Baum’s childhood in Syracuse, New York where a high concentration of Civil War amputees 
struggled for income and acceptance, shaped his perspective. This paper considers what 
influences the Civil War and World War I amputees played on his writing of The Tin 
Woodman of Oz and what cultural lessons underlie Baum’s characterizations of the disabled 
and prostheses. 
 
South East Woodland American Indian designs and body decoration. Jamie K. 
Oxendine.  
This presentation will concentrate on the amazing and remarkable designs and body 
decoration of the South East Woodland Native Americans.   
Of all the cultural areas of the Indigenous People in the New World that have been designated 
by scholars none other had more extensive and exquisite designs and body decoration as the 
Nations of the South East of what would become the United States.  The South East Peoples 
took art designs and body decoration much higher than any other Native Nations of North or 
South America. 
The audience and participants will gain a much-needed knowledge of a beautiful part of the 
South East Nations - a part that fascinated and awed the European Explorers and later 
European and American Colonists. We shall investigate the who, what, where, when, how 
and why in regards to the use and meaning of designs and materials in everything from 
pottery to gorgets to body modification in symbols, styles, colors, carving, painting,  
tattooing, hair styles, skin manipulation and more.  
Of special interest and discussion will be the reasons for changing the human body and what 
aspects were used more than others due to various reasons ranging from sustenance needs to 
Spiritual Teachings to just pure atheistic value.  



 

 

Several examples of designs and adornment will be offered for examination.  These will 
include: Accoutrements & Daily Objects, Body Painting, Body Piercing, Body Tattooing, 
Hair Pulling & Shaving, Body Modification, Ear Deformation, Forehead Deformation, Hand 
Deformation, Lip Deformation, Nose Deformation, Skin Manipulation. 
 
“Awaiting the recuperation of visual analogy” - The stories behind Edward S. Curtis’ 
The North American Indian project. Elżbieta Rokosz. 

In 1907 Edward S. Curtis published the first volume of The North American Indian – the 20-
volume series which was his life achievement, completed in 1930. Over nearly thirty years he 
took about 50 thousand photographs of Native Americans belonging to various tribes. These 
included both portraits and depictions of everyday life of the peoples he believed were 
vanishing. His works were rediscovered in 1972 and since then have been either criticised for 
being staged and not depicting the Native tribes’ life as it really was, or appreciated both for 
their aesthetic quality and actual documentary value. His project and the values he – 
supposedly – represented have met with severe criticism from some contemporary Native 
American scholars, e.g., Gerald Vizenor, whose words from Native Liberty: Natural Reason 
and Cultural Survivance (2009) I have quoted in the title of this paper.      

Although I believe it is virtually impossible to ascertain unequivocally whose voice there is 
behind the photographs taken within the project and then selected for publication – North 
American Indians’ or Curtis’ – I would like to refer to the complexity of The North American 
Indian as a project and to its past and contemporary reception. The hidden stories in this case 
are both those of the Native Americans photographed, and of Curtis himself, whom I would 
like – to some extent - to defend.    
  
Panel C2: Civil Rights and the alt right 
Irish America and the Northern Irish Civil Rights Movement 1967-1972. Melissa Baird. 
In March 1967, only two months after the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association 
(NICRA) formed, a support group emerged in New York named the American Congress for 
Irish Freedom. In the following years, as NICRA took to the streets and social unrest in 
Northern Ireland intensified, further support groups began to spring up throughout the United 
States in cities with large Irish-American communities such as New York, Boston, San 
Francisco and Philadelphia. However, current scholarship on Irish-American interactions 
with Northern Ireland focuses on the descent into violence in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
especially the Irish-American political influence in the peace process, with little analysis on 
the crucial period during the civil rights movement. Using papers from the different 
organizations, government documents, and oral histories, this paper will explore these 
networks to understand how and why they formed, and importantly the ways in which they 
provided support to groups and individuals in Northern Ireland. It will track how these 
smaller groups laid the groundwork for later, and larger, organizations by organizing 
networks, developing propaganda mediums, and establishing Northern Ireland as an electoral 
issue for U.S. political candidates. Conversely, this paper also explores how these 
transnational support networks affected the Northern Irish civil rights movement in counter-
intuitive ways. As well as providing resources and publicity, these networks tended to mirror 



 

 

and even magnify the divisions which underlay the movement in Northern Ireland. Therefore, 
this paper will illuminate how Irish-American networks both helped and hindered the 
Northern Irish civil rights movement. 
 
The multiculturalist movement: Challenging the mainstream historical discourse. 
Christèle Le Bihan-Colleran. 
Within the context of the social movements of the 1960s and 1970s, university students 
belonging to ethnic, racial and sexual minorities demanded notably that their history and 
experience be taken into account in the curriculum. This led to the creation of black, 
Chicano/a, Asian American, Native American and women’s studies programs in several 
universities as early as the late 1960s. The latter provided minority and female students with 
an institutional structure to continue denouncing the exclusion of their histories and 
perspectives from mainstream courses. At the core of this “new” struggle was the 
development of a new type of research on race, ethnicity, gender, as well as on the relations 
between ethnic, racial, sexual minorities and the dominant group and mainstream society. 
Because of their status, these programs were in a vulnerable position. Besides as they were 
isolated from the traditional departments whose courses had criticized for being Eurocentric, 
racist and sexist, the latter remained intact. This could only pave the way for new demands. 
These were made within the multiculturalist movement which developed in many universities 
in the 1980s and called into question traditional programs of study for failing to have a 
multicultural approach to the teaching of humanities courses. 
This paper will look at the genealogy of ethnic and women’s studies programs and the role 
the theoretical framework they elaborated played in uncovering racial, ethnic and sexual 
minorities’ contribution to American history in particular, so as to analyze the way they 
deconstructed the mainstream historical discourse to make these minorities visible and foster 
the adoption of a multicultural historical discourse. 
 
Phillip E.J. Monson, Kingdom Bible College, and the Evolution of Christian Identity 
Theology. Alon Milwicki. 
Christian Identity has been studied by scholars in broad strokes and general terms.  Few have 
dissected the movement, its members, and argued the impact and continuing affect it has on 
the 21st century.  Scholars have agreed that Identity began with Howard Rand, but the 
emphasis on the satanic origin of the Jews fell on the shoulders of Wesley Swift.  It is clear 
that under Swift, the tone of Identity shifts to a vehement denial of the humanity of Jews and 
a defense of America as “true Israel.”  However, it is arguable Swift was not the first Identist 
to propose these ideas.  That “honor” goes to the Headmaster of the Los Angeles based 
Kingdom Bible College Swift attended: Phillip E.J. Monson  Monson believed it was 
necessary to educate his community and the wider American public about who the Jews were 
and how they posed a threat to American safety and society.  The goal of his school and 
publications was to expose the truth about the Jewish war against God’s true chosen. He 
asserts that biblical scholars have either been tricked into the service of Satan for millennia 
and he and his followers were the only ones capable of revealing this fact to the rest of the 
nation.  Thus, an investigation into Howard Rand’s “Man in the West,” Wesley’s Swift’s 
teacher, and the founder of Kingdom Bible College is necessary for a more comprehensive 



 

 

understanding of the Christian Identity Movement.  This paper will scrutinize Monson’s 
writings in order to ascertain the impact he had on the creation, proliferation, and continued 
existence of one the radical racist right’s longest standing theologies. 
 
Panel D: Special Roundtable. #Douglassweek 
 
Panel E: Feminist counternarratives 
The Femme Fatale in Louisa Medina Hamblin’s short stories. Milagros López-Peláez 
Casellas.   
In 1831, the writer Louisa Medina Hamblin (1813-1838) left Liverpool for New York on the 
largest passenger ship in the world, the Thames. She would spend the following seven years 
in New York until her early death, aged 25. By then, she had already written a total of 34 
plays as well as several poems and five short stories. The lack of critical studies of her vast 
literary output is a surprise especially when we consider the reach and impact of her work in 
the literary circles of 19th century New York.  She was one of the leading female American 
dramatists of the era – and the first to earn a living exclusively through writing plays – having 
had her work regularly performed at the New York Bowery Theatre. This paper will be 
discussing the representation of murderous heroines in two of Medina’s Gothic stories – “The 
Burial by Fire” (1838) and “The Panorama of Life” (1838) – and to echo the approach of 
Adriana Cracium (2009), we will challenge the false dichotomy of the hyperfeminine femme 
fatale and the masculinized violent woman. Moreover, by engaging with Gilbert Herdt’s 
concept of the “third term”, we will examine how the trope of the fatal women enabled the 
author to successfully subvert the construct of women as passive. We shall also explore the 
function of feminine passion, love, madness and self-controlled emotions in these stories. 
Ultimately, we seek to underline the pervasive proto-feminist and transgressive quality of 
Medina’s literary work. 
  
Testimony and Power in Philip Roth’s Portnoy’s Complaint. Francesca Vavotici. 
The paper will shed light on the social and cultural limitations employed to re-programme 
collective and personal understandings of ‘femininity’ as a social construct engendered by 
cultural expectations that are at odds with principles of female self-actualisation. As 
characters who are both denied credibility on the basis of their male narrator’s agenda and 
simultaneously forced to adhere to said agenda, the women in Portnoy’s Complaint, it will be 
shown, best express the paradox of gender discrimination as a product of a multilayered 
linguistic and cultural association of separate centres of power. 
Firstly, the research will investigate the ways in which the male narrative voice shapes the 
construction of female identities as supplementary to the patriarchal agenda, with shifting 
roles whose functions adapt to the specific requirements of the male consciousness as the 
centre of linguistic, epistemic and testimonial power. The use of language will be analysed to 
show how female experience is depicted in a relation of subordination to the dominant male 
narrative. In addition, however, by highlighting moments of ironic detachment and 
meaningful silence, the paper will seek to address counter-narratives of female resistance to 
male domination. The often disregarded expressions of female individualism and self-
representation in opposition to male-generated stereotypes will be brought to attention in an 



 

 

attempt to demonstrate the ways in which female existence can assume value beyond the 
context it inhabits, a context that seeks to limit femininity to a social commodity signposting 
specific patriarchal cultural values. 
  
“Dead Shirley”?: Shirley Jackson and (Feminist) Science Fiction. Janice Lynne Deitner. 
My paper explores the intersection of the work of American author Shirley Jackson (1916-
1965) with the genre of science fiction (sf), and particularly Jackson’s previously unexplored 
impact on feminist sf. Jackson is primarily known as a writer of gothic and horror texts, 
though much of her work defies generic boundaries. For example, some stories were 
published in sf venues or contain themes consistent with sf. Many critics point this out, only 
to dismiss this work as failing to adhere to the usual generic guidelines. However, as James 
Egan argues, Jackson “expertly … manipulates rhetorical and genre conventions to achieve 
rich thematic permutations and tonal effects.”1  
Jackson died before the American feminist movement of the late 1960s and the subsequent 
use of sf as a form of feminist expression. However, her play with generic boundaries 
foresees these developments. In 1975, American sf author Alice Sheldon published a poem in 
which she depicted other women sf authors as muses of the genre, including reference to 
“Dead Shirley,” a name without an immediately obvious referent unless one considers 
Jackson. I will argue that Jackson, a “dead Shirley,” haunts the work of these later women 
writers. I will explore Jackson’s role as breaker of generic boundaries while also delving into 
the hidden history of her impact on feminist sf.  
1 James Egan, “Comic-Satiric-Fantastic-Gothic: Interactive Modes in Shirley Jackson’s 
Narratives,” in Shirley Jackson: Essays on the Literary Legacy, ed. Bernice M. Murphy 
(Jefferson, NC; London: McFarland & Company, Inc., 2005), 34. 
 
Steel Magnolias, Neoliberal Belles, and Road-Weary Outlaws:  Southern Women On 
Screen, 1980s-1990s. Keira V. Williams.  
Despite its reputation as the presumed bedrock of American bigotry and patriarchal 
traditions, recent scholarship has highlighted vibrant forms of feminism in the American 
South in the second half of the twentieth century. My current research explores one avenue of 
progressive gender politics in the region in the 1980s and 1990s, one that reached millions of 
Americans: southern feminist popular culture. I argue that popular culture was a crucial 
venue for the dissemination of feminist ideas during a time and in a region in which the 
movement for gender equality was under concerted attack. 
In this paper, I examine the productions of screenwriters Linda Bloodworth-Thomason and 
Callie Khouri, whose work featured new brands of southern feminism that challenged 
national neoconservatism and southern stereotypes of proper womanhood. On television, 
Bloodworth-Thomason’s Designing Women offered a popularly palatable form of liberal 
feminism in which white, upper-class, professional women spoke back to everyday sexism, 
while on film, Khouri’s Thelma and Louise represented radical southern feminism as her 
working-class white female characters violently confronted misogyny, sexual harassment, 
and rape. The multiple productions of these feminist screenwriters form a regionally specific 
bridge between second- and third-wave feminism and challenge regional stereotypes. Herein, 
I compare the texts produced by Bloodworth-Thomasson and Khouri to chart the evolution of 



 

 

southern feminism within the gendered context of the rise of the New Right in the late 
twentieth century.  
  
Panel F1: Literature across media  
Listening “in” to Langston Hughes on the BBC’s Third Programme. Nerys Williams. 
In 1938, Herbert Read wrote an open letter to the BBC in New Verse lobbying for the 
inclusion of poets as broadcasters: ‘In broadcasting it would be possible to reinvent poetry in 
a new bardic manner, removing it from the taint of ink and the literary field.’ Following 
WWII in 1946 the BBC launched the Third Programme. The Third established a broadcast 
space which actively promoted new and experimental writing for radio. 
My research considers how BBC producers collaborated with poets at the Third Programme 
to create work which frequently pushed the limits and expectations of a more ‘traditional’ 
poetry reading audience. Frequently these new productions were highly radiogenic, alert to 
strategies of aural reception and sonic performance. Radio poets were also attuned to radio’s 
potential as a disseminator of new cultural commentaries and narratives of political change. 
In my paper I concentrate on aspects of the collaboration between BBC’s radio Features 
producer D.G. Bridson and Langston Hughes. Through Bridson’s instigation, Hughes was 
approached as co-editor of the ambitious seventeen-part radio series, The Negro in America 
(broadcast Autumn 1964). 
The premise of their collaboration might initially seem unusual, given Bridson’s strong 
affiliations to a specific strand of Anglo-American Modernism (made evident through his 
close friendships and BBC productions with Wyndham Lewis and Ezra Pound). However, 
Hughes and Bridson nurtured a strong friendship. Through reference to archive material, 
BBC audience reports and sound studies my paper focuses on how Hughes’s poetry and 
poetics were introduced to, and received y, an UK listening audience. In the time allotted, I 
will also attempt to frame the historical importance of this productive relationship. 
 
From Screen to Shining Screen: Arthur Miller’s Resurrection Blues in the Context of 
American TV Culture. Ciarán Leinster. 
Arthur Miller’s penultimate play, Resurrection Blues (2002), is largely ignored by scholars, 
critics, and directors, in favour of his earlier, more famous works. However, it is a deeply 
satirical and surprisingly humorous work, which takes aim at targets as diverse as organised 
religion and philosophers to media corporations and American foreign policy, via puns about 
a dictator’s erectile dysfunction. 
In this paper, however, I propose we view the play in light of Joyce Nelson’s comment that 
“culture has become almost entirely television culture, or television-derived ‘culture’”. The 
obsession this play has with the television, and it power to manipulate people, pander to and 
create their desires, and have considerable material effects in the world makes it a play that 
can appear to be growing more relevant each year. 
I will set the play in the context of similar texts, and show that Miller was working in a 
tradition distinct from his theatrical roots – Elia Kazan’s A Face in the Crowd (1958) and 
Sidney Lumet’s Network (1976) are two crucial influences, along with numerous other works 
towards the end of the 20th century. Using a host of critics of TV culture, such as Nelson and 



 

 

Neil Postman, I will argue that Miller’s cultural awareness and social criticism was as 
powerful in the 21st century as it was in the middle of the 20th. 
  
"The Bridge from Shadow into Light": Salvaging the obscure in the work of Teju Cole. 
Andrew Clarke.  
The Nigerian American writer, critic, and photographer Teju Cole has, in little over a decade, 
established a body of work across various media and genres that has won him critical and 
public acclaim – establishing him as a public intellectual for his work as both a creator and a 
commentator. 
In this paper I will argue that Cole’s seemingly disparate work is unified by a characteristic 
desire to recover what he terms “hidden or radiating narratives”[1] from obscurity. To be 
“obscure” may mean that something or someone has been consciously hidden or withheld 
from us, or may imply that it has been temporarily lost - out of sight, but barely. It implies a 
lack or loss of knowledge, or of seeing. Through close reading of a selection of his phototext 
combinations in Blind Spot, his critical essays on photography, and his most recent 
photobook, Fernweh, I will argue that Cole’s texts interact and comment on each other, and 
elicit the reader’s collaboration in recovering these radiating narratives. 
As a theoretical framework, Edouard Glissant’s concept of ‘opacity’ is central. I will show 
how Cole’s work both follows it and deviates from it. Glissant speaks of the “right to 
opacity,” meaning, essentially, the right of the postcolonial subject (and by extension, all of 
us) to be misunderstood, to not need to clarify their existence or way of life. Cole goes further 
than this in propounding a “right to obscurity”: “Photography writes with light, but not 
everything wants to be seen. Among the human rights is the right to remain obscure, unseen 
and dark.”[2]  This paper will show how Cole’s work interrogates questions of when, and by 
whom, something should be salvaged from obscurity, and when it should be left as it is. 
Reading his photographs in tandem with Walter Benjamin’s concepts of ‘the aura’ and of 
‘Eingedenken’ (remembrance), I will consider how the images of objects and people 
obscured by veils, shadows, and oblique angles that are emblematic of Cole’s visual style 
give a sense of something waiting to be uncovered, exposed, rehabilitated, and – above all 
else – re-contextualised. Further to this, I will examine how Roland Barthes’ twin concepts of 
the punctum and the studium can best be read in the work of Cole – ultimately arguing that it 
is his weighting of his visual work toward the cultural, political, and superficially affectless 
nature of the studium that allows us to read it as complementary to his written work. I aim to 
show, therefore, how Cole uses complex imbrications of historical and cultural knowledge 
alongside meta-photographic awareness to create the sense in his audience of their 
participation in the salvaging of radiating narratives from obscurity. Once we consider our 
own blind spots – our pre-conditioned failures of seeing that Cole terms “the limits of 
vision”[3]  - we gain a fuller understanding of our complicity in the history of racial injustice 
and the condition of the postcolonial subject, turning our insights into discourse. 
[1]  Cole, Teju. Fernweh flip-through video, MACK Books website, 2020, 35;33 
[2] -________. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/06/magazine/when-the-camera-was-a-
weapon-of-imperialism-and-when-it-still-is.html) 
[3] ________. Blind Spot, 325 
 



 

 

Panel F2: The writer as social outcast: trauma, memory, and alienation in 20th century 
writing 
Alienation and dislocation versus homeliness and norm in Patricia Highsmith’s 
Strangers on a Train and The Talented Mr Ripley. Joanna Stolarek. 
The aim of this paper is to scrutinise the problem of alienation and dislocation in the context 
of homeliness and norm in the United States after World War II in Patricia Highsmith’s 
(1921-1955) Strangers on a Train and The Talented Mr Ripley. The author examines 
normality and oddity with respect to the main characters’ home environment and their 
relations with other protagonists. The emphasis is placed on the analysis of Charles Anthony 
Bruno from Strangers on a Train (1950) and Tom Ripley from The Talented Mr. Ripley 
(1955), psychopaths depicted as unfulfilled artists, marginalized by their community due to 
their homosexual inclinations and extravagant behaviour. The article intends show how 
Highsmith’s protagonists, being homosexuals and strangers, are exposed to the suspicious 
examination of an orthodox society that hounds them. As a lesbian, the writer was imbued 
with a feeling of social non-conformity and her status as an American living in Europe also 
marginalized her, making her as much of an outsider in her chosen home as she had been in 
her country of birth (Fort Worth, Texas). The author of this article is going to prove how 
Patricia Highsmith’s living in deeply conservative American society affected her creation of 
the characters who operate outside the norm and live on the fringe of society. 
 
A Diction of Addiction: Junk Realism in William Burroughs’s Junky. Alan Carmody. 
William Burroughs’s Junky describes the author’s experience as a heroin addict in the United 
States and Mexico in the early 1950s. The text sees its protagonist trapped in the dull, realist 
world of addiction where his consciousness is very much determined by his material 
conditions. However, Junky also delineates the cognitive and literary form of addiction, 
encapsulated in the term ‘junk realism’. This paper examines how Junky forges an ineluctable 
space of addiction “where everything is exactly what it appears to be”. In an attempt to break 
free from this, Junky details fantasies, suggesting that hidden traumas underlie addiction, 
which junk only helps to obscure. Junky contains, deep within its recesses, a trauma 
fundamental to the protagonist’s addiction that is too monstrous for him to tamper or to dally 
with. Junky’s many silences suggests a pervasive form of junk epistemology where traumatic, 
schizophrenic voices are smothered and erased. 
Junk realism explains both too little and too much in regard to addiction, while the 
phantasmatic sections of Junky suggest a line of escape which exists beyond realism and 
outside of America. As such, Junky anticipates the formal and aesthetic innovations of 
Burroughs’s later work. For Junky’s protagonist escaping addiction involves leaving the 
realist world of junk behind, including its literary and cognitive corollaries, in order to 
excavate its obscene, traumatic antecedents. 
  
Mythologizing and Demystifying as strategies of sublimating “alterity” in Isaac 
Bashevis Singer’s Short Stories in Short Friday and Other Stories. Esin Korkut Savul. 
Short Friday and Other Stories (1967) by Singer includes short stories that present characters 
whose condition of alterity is the result of a clash with Judaism or whose conflict stem from 
alienation to the principles or rituals of the Jewish community. In other words, each story 



 

 

within the collection does not only describe a different condition of alterity but they also 
introduce a different strategy to cope with alterity. This differentiation both in the description 
and in the ways in which the characters sublimate their alterity seems to be related to the 
setting of the stories. Some stories taking place in Poland or in an unknown imaginary land 
display a kind of alterity caused by a conflict between characters’ devoted practice of religion 
and their sexual behaviour. Such deviation is sublimated through mythologizing which is 
offered as a strategy to cope with alterity. However, stories that are set in America describe 
characters’ alterity in terms of their alienation to the Jewish community rather than a 
condition of explicit conflict. In such stories, either the character is reintroduced as a 
demystified figure with her/his own narrative to tell or her/his previous story is falsified. 
Based on this differentiation displayed in the stories with different settings, the paper 
questions whether Singer’s stories rely on an opposition between memory and history or if 
they suggest that memory and history are indissociable from each other and they are both 
functional in reshaping the past.  The paper discusses how (re)mythologizing and 
demystifying function in rebuilding alternative histories in the stories in relation to Dominic 
LaCapra’s “History and Memory after Auschwitz”. 
  
 
Panel G: Book prize panel 
Art and War in the Pacific World. JoAnne Mancini. 
The Pacific world has long been recognized as a hub for the global trade in art objects, but 
the history of art and architecture has seldom reckoned with another profound aspect of the 
region’s history: its exposure to global conflict during the British and US imperial incursions 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Art and War in the Pacific World provides a new 
view of the Pacific world and of global artistic interaction by exploring how the making, 
alteration, looting, and destruction of images, objects, buildings, and landscapes intersected 
with the exercise of force. Focusing on the period from Commodore George Anson’s voyage 
to the Philippine-American War, J. M. Mancini’s exceptional study deftly weaves together 
disparate strands of history to create a novel paradigm for cultural analysis. 
 
Expelling the Poor: Atlantic Seaboard States and the Nineteenth-Century Origins of 
American Immigration Policy. Hidetaka Hirota. 
This book examines the origins of immigration restriction in the United States, especially 
deportation policy. Based on an analysis of immigration policies in major American coastal 
states, including New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Louisiana, and 
California, it provides the first sustained study of immigration control conducted by states 
prior to the introduction of federal immigration law in the late nineteenth century. The influx 
of impoverished Irish immigrants over the first half of the nineteenth century led nativists in 
New York and Massachusetts to develop policies for prohibiting the landing of destitute 
foreigners and deporting those already in the states to Europe, Canada, or other American 
states. No other coastal state engaged in immigration regulation with the same level of 
legislative effort and success as the two states.  

By locating the roots of American immigration control in cultural prejudice against the Irish 
and, more essentially, economic concerns about their poverty in nineteenth-century New 



 

 

York and Massachusetts, this book fundamentally revises the history of American 
immigration policy, which has largely focused on anti-Asian racism on the West Coast. 
Beginning with Irish migrants’ initial departure from Ireland, this book traces their 
transatlantic movement to North America, expulsion from the United States, and post-
deportation lives. In doing so, it places the implementation of American deportation policy in 
a broad context that extended from the United States to Ireland, Britain, and Canada, 
demonstrating how the policy operated as part of a larger legal culture of excluding 
nonproducing members from societies in the Atlantic world. 

 
The Medical Imagination: Literature and Health in the Early United States. Sari 
Altschuler. 
In 1872, Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, "Science does not know its debt to imagination," 
words that still ring true in the worlds of health and health care today. The checklists and 
clinical algorithms of modern medicine leave little space for imagination, and yet we depend 
on creativity and ingenuity for the advancement of medicine—to diagnose unusual 
conditions, to innovate treatment, and to make groundbreaking discoveries. We know a great 
deal about the empirical aspects of medicine, but we know far less about what the medical 
imagination is, what it does, how it works, or how we might train it. 

In The Medical Imagination, Sari Altschuler argues that this was not always so. During the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, doctors understood the imagination to be directly 
connected to health, intimately involved in healing, and central to medical discovery. In fact, 
for physicians and other health writers in the early United States, literature provided 
important forms for crafting, testing, and implementing theories of health. Reading and 
writing poetry trained judgment, cultivated inventiveness, sharpened observation, and 
supplied evidence for medical research, while novels and short stories offered new 
perspectives and sites for experimenting with original medical theories. 

Such imaginative experimentation became most visible at moments of crisis or novelty in 
American medicine, such as the 1790s yellow fever epidemics, the global cholera pandemics, 
and the discovery of anesthesia, when conventional wisdom and standard practice failed to 
produce satisfying answers to pressing questions. Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, health research and practice relied on a broader complex of knowing, in which 
imagination often worked with and alongside observation, experience, and empirical 
research. In reframing the historical relationship between literature and health, The Medical 
Imagination provides a usable past for contemporary conversations about the role of the 
imagination—and the humanities more broadly—in health research and practice today. 

 
Panel H1: Hidden histories of gender and race 
Slouching Toward Boston: The Hidden Histories of Segregation in the Modern City. 
Jeffrey Melnick. 
My university opened its doors in the fall of 1974 in Boston, just as Judge Arthur Garrity’s 
order to desegregate the Boston public schools was put into effect.  One colleague recalls 
driving to work having “to negotiate white mobs stoning busses transporting black children 



 

 

into South Boston.”  I want to train our eyes on Boston's divided schools—K-12 and higher 
education—as actual shaping forces in creating a segregated culture in Boston. While we 
have abundant historical material on Boston’s racial landscape in this era, few have been 
willing to read the real and the representational realities of segregation in productive tension.  
I want to offer up a survey of Boston’s racial imaginary in the 1970s through the early 1980s 
as the product of a deeply segregated educational system. 

There is no dearth of straightforward political and social history on what has traditionally 
been called “forced busing” (more accurately, “court-ordered desegregation”) but few have 
been willing to consider Boston’s segregated cultural history in a more holistic way. The goal 
in “Slouching Toward Boston” is to reintroduce Boston’s cultural history in this era as a 
disordered  effort to come to grips with how the ghosts of its racist past shaped the realities of 
its racialized present. With a significant migrant population of (mostly white) college 
students and a smaller-than-usual population of African Americans for a large American city, 
Boston presents us with a fascinating opportunity to study segregation as a lasting and 
determining cultural force in modern US history. I will introduce my concerns with a close 
reading of Judge Arthur Garrity's 1974 decision in Morgan v. Hennigan.  My presentation 
will offer a new vision of Boston's culture of the 1970s and 1980s, including its independent 
rock music and its mystery novels (and films), as having been molded by the everyday 
realities of its segregated K-12 schools and institutions of higher learning. 

 
Contradicting the Double Stigma:  Race and Gender on the Colonial Georgia Frontier. 
Lisa Crutchfield. 
Despite the standard narrative of race and gender serving as historical handicaps, recent 
scholarship by historian Ben Marsh, among others, argues that some locales’ circumstances 
contradicted that pattern.  While the British southern colonies were in their formative years, 
those prejudices were not as deeply ingrained and the fluctuating borders and fluid 
categorizations meant that women and non-whites had greater opportunities.  In colonial 
Georgia specifically, flexibility and tolerance defined attitudes towards the colony’s social 
heterogeneity.  A little-known story of a well-known woman, Mary Musgrove, highlights the 
lack of gender and racial rigidity on the colonial frontier.  In 1734, Musgrove, a mixed-blood 
woman, entered into a business partnership with Joseph Watson, a white man.  The 
relationship quickly soured and, given Musgrove’s double impediment of race and gender, 
Watson would appear to have had the advantage.  Yet the realities of the frontier allowed 
Musgrove to maintain legal and social preeminence, while Watson’s fortunes fell 
precipitously, culminating in charges of lunacy and murder.  Tracing the relationship between 
Musgrove and Watson from 1734-1745 and examining the larger social support for the 
former over the latter throughout the decade reveals a social reality in the colonial era that 
stands in sharp contrast to the hierarchical southern society dominant in the later post-
revolutionary era. 
  
Contraband camps and the development of African American politics during the 
American Civil War. Laura Gillespie. 



 

 

Throughout the course of the American Civil War, tens of thousands of enslaved African 
Americans struggled to forge new lives in “freedom” behind Union army lines. General 
Benjamin F. Butler’s offer of shelter to the first fugitives from slavery as “contrabands” of 
war at Fortress Monroe, Virginia, in May 1861, set in motion a series of events that 
ultimately resulted in the abolition of slavery. Over the course of the war, hundreds of 
thousands of formerly enslaved people forced the issue upon the federal government, by 
presenting themselves at Union army encampments across the South. Eventually, so many 
sought refuge that “contraband camps,” as they were known, began to appear wherever the 
Union army went. Through their efforts on behalf of the United States - predominantly their 
labour - freedpeople proved that they would give their all in claiming freedom and 
democratic rights for their race. Within the camps, they constantly strove to better 
themselves, primarily through education and religion, with the hope of becoming active 
participants in the democratic process in the aftermath of the war. While many historians 
have briefly mentioned these camps in documenting the transition from slavery to freedom, 
little attention has been paid to the political activism of African Americans in the camps 
during the Civil War. This paper will aim to explore these issues further, and to bring to light 
the little known experiences of nearly half a million formerly enslaved people in nineteenth 
century America. 
 

Panel H2: Hidden narratives in modern art and poetry 
Domestic Claustrophobia and Hidden Trauma in Louise Bourgeois’ Art. Alia Soliman. 
Louise Bourgeois’ (1911–2010) art revolves around the body, memory, and the unconscious. 
She notes that the spider, a recurring motif in her oeuvre, embodies fertility and motherhood, 
more specifically her own mother. My exploration of the significance of Bourgeois’s art, and 
the tarantula in specific, as the symbol of domestic claustrophobia and oppressive femininity 
will take Bourgeois’ vision, coloured by her own personal encounter with domestic 
entrapment, as a starting point. As a young child, she experienced first-hand the ambivalence 
of domestic relations. Her father had recurring affairs, primarily with Louise’s English tutor, 
Sadie, with whom he had a ten-year long relationship. He would meet his mistresses under 
the same roof in which his wife and children resided. Her father was affectionate with his 
own wife while maintaining his extra-marital liaisons. This fear mingled with rage frustrated 
Louise on her own as well as on her mother’s behalf. Bourgeois’ father uses infidelity as an 
antidote to a sense of the monotony and suffocation in domestic life. According to Bourgeois, 
her father’s transgressions constituted “une fissure dans la cellule familial representée par le 
fait que mon père introduisait des maîtresses dans la maison”1 (“Louise Bourgeois: Une 
Vie”). This pain in the household “ne se montre pas, mais ne s’oublie pas”2, Bourgeois adds. 
Bourgeois seeks to recreate this invisible trauma through her art, specifically through her 
recurring spider-themed creations. This paper discusses Bourgeois’ art with reference to the 
underlying story of her own domestic trauma reflecting on her love-hate relation with her 
father and how she used that to produce a counternarrative to patriarchal practices. 

 

What might be hidden in Elizabeth Bishop’s “In the Waiting Room.” Philip McGowan. 



 

 

On 17 July 1971, the poem that opens Elizabeth Bishop’s fourth collection Geography III 
(1976) was first published in The New Yorker. As is typical of Bishop, “In the Waiting 
Room” explores both clear lines of enquiry but is also the container for hidden histories that 
critics still remain slow in discovering. Standard readings analyse the child speaker’s coming 
into self-consciousness, her recognition of gender identity, and the volcanic potentiality of 
female sexuality set within the constraints of patriarchal “discovery” and the colonial lens of 
western exploration. Psychoanalytic readings concentrate on the adult’s return to the child’s 
first recognition of selfhood, the sequences of repression that are then set in motion, and the 
poem’s culmination in her fainting and coming-to in a world in which it is “still the fifth/of 
February 1918.” 

However, there is another lost or hidden history in relation to this poem, its location in 
Worcester, Massachusetts, the genesis of psychoanalytic theory in the US and  
(unsurprisingly) dentistry that offers a different way of thinking about what Bishop does with 
this poem. In September 1909, Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung delivered five and three 
lectures, respectively, at Clark University, the only public speaking engagements they 
fulfilled on what would be Freud’s only visit to America. Clark University is, of course, 
located in Worcester, Massachusetts. More importantly, Jung presented specifically about 
female child psychology while at Clark: his lecture “Psychology of the Child” is believed to 
be the first public discussion of introversion and it holds direct relevance to Bishop’s later 
poem. 

The California Narrative: Seamus Heaney and American poetry. Christopher Laverty. 

This paper seeks to correct a vital strand in Heaney criticism: his relationship with American 
poetry. Much of the commentary on Heaney and America maintains a narrative in which his 
1970-1 Berkeley residency was the stage for his first encounter with US writing and that the 
experimental forms of Gary Snyder and Robert Bly liberated him from an antithetical, 
constraining Anglo-Irish poetics. Through close examination of subsequent work, this paper 
will show that the stylistic developments of Wintering Out (1972) and Stations (1975) were 
slight and, contrary to the existing critical argument, were mostly facilitated by distance from 
Ireland (and Philip Hobsbaum’s Belfast Group) rather than Bay Area poetry itself. Moreover, 
Heaney’s ‘experimental’ poems share many revealing differences with Snyder’s and Bly’s. 
The ‘California Narrative’ that emerges in the critical studies in the 1980s and ‘90s largely 
follows a trail left by Heaney himself, who has provided extensive self-commentary on this 
period of his career. Perhaps wishing to redefine the Berkeley residency as a time of 
deliberate experimentation rather than avoidance of the worsening Troubles (as it was 
originally understood in early reviews of Wintering Out), Heaney’s comments have left a 
legacy of misunderstanding about his American influences. Already under the influence of 
several US writers he read during his time at Queen’s University, in Wintering Out and 
Stations America is largely invisible and, thus, the period can be better understood in terms of 
what Heaney resists in the experimental poetry he confronts there rather than the little he 
takes. 
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